In this paper, a single facility centre location problem with a line barrier, which is uniformly distributed on a given horizontal route in the plane is proposed. The rectilinear distance metric is considered. The objective function minimizes the maximum expected barrier distance from the new facility to all demand points in the plane. An algorithm to solve the desired problem is proposed where a mixed integer nonlinear programming needs to be solved. The proposed model of this paper is solved using some already existed benchmark problem in the literature and the results are compared with other available methods.
Introduction
In the wide range of facility location problems, center or minimax location problems are recently paid attention by many researchers who are working in the field of the operational research. In this type of problems minimizing the maximum distance from the facility to demand points are the main purpose. Potential applications of this problem are as follows: Warehouse location, public service centers, emergency service centers, military service and so on. The planar center location problem is first introduced by Sylvester (1857) . Elzinga and Hearn (1972) efficiently solved the Euclidian center location problems with equal weight. Charalambous (1982) and Hearn and Vijay (1982) solved the same problem with unequal weight, separately. A number of restrictions in location problems were considered by many researchers. Barrier regions such as military areas, mountain ranges, big rivers and the lake, are the kind regions where both establishing and travelling are forbidden. For the ease of understanding, see Table 1 . So far most of the research has focused on the Weber problem and suggested different variations and modifications of this problem. Other objective functions, such as the minimax or maximin objective, have been rarely considered. Many approaches to the center problem in the presence of barriers are based on rectilinear or block norm distances which allow for problem decompositions and discretizations. Aupperle and Keil (1989) presented a polynomial algorithm for restricted Euclidean center location problems. Chakrabarty and Chaudhuri (1990) and Chakrabarty and Chaudhuri (1992) considered a constrained rectilinear distance minimax location problem and presented a Geometric solution approach. Nickel (1998) studied the restricted center location problems under polyhedral gauges. Dearing et al. (2002) considered the rectilinear distances center facility location problem with polyhedral barriers and derived a finite dominating set result for the problem. Segars Jr. (2000) and Dearing and Segars Jr. (2002a,b) extended similar ideas to a more general class of location problems, developed a decomposition approach on which the objective function of a location problem with barriers is convex and optimized the problem using convex optimization methods. After that, Dearing et al. (2005) studied the same problem using the block norm distances in place of the rectilinear distances. Frieß et al. (2005) considered the minimax location problems in the presence of polyhedral barriers with the Euclidean distance. They proposed a solution approach based on propagation of circular wavefronts. Considering such barriers, Bischoff et al. (2009) presented the Euclidean multifacility location-allocation problem and proposed two heuristics to solve the problem. In the presence of the arbitrary shaped barriers, Savaş et al. (2002) first considered a single finite-size facility location problems with the Manhattan (i.e., rectilinear) distance metric. Based on the work of Savaş et al. (2002) , Kelachankuttu et al. (2007) presented the new facility location problem applying a contour line. Sarkar et al. (2007) extended the work of Savaş et al. (2002) for finite facility location problem with only user-facility interactions Nandikonda et al. (2003) considered the rectilinear distance center problem in the presence of arbitrary shaped barriers. Katz and Cooper (1981) first studied the planar Euclidean Weber problem and one circular barrier. They suggested a heuristic algorithm based on the sequential unconstrained minimization technique (SUMT) for solving this problem. In the same problem, Klamroth (2004) divided the feasible region into some convex regions in which the number of these convex regions is bounded by O(N 2 ) where N is the number of existing facilities. Found a way of overcoming, Bischoff and Klamroth (2007) took advantage of the Weiszfeld technique and genetic algorithm (GA). Aneja and Parlar (1994) studied the Euclidean Weber problem in the presence of convex or non-convex polyhedral barrier regions. Using simulated annealing, the authors determined some candidate points. They then constructed a visibility graph to evaluate the shortest path between any candidate point and existing facility location. Klamroth (2001a) developed a reduction result for the same problem in which the nonconvex barrier location problem reduced to a set of convex location problems. Then, an exact and a heuristic algorithm were presented to solve such a planar location problem with barriers. Klamroth (2001b) considered the Weber location problems in the plane in the presence of line barriers with a finite number of passages. She proved that the time complexity of the problem exponentially grows by increasing the number of passages. (2003) developed the big square small square (BSSS) method to approximate the global optima of the Euclidean Weber problem with the convex polyhedral forbidden regions. To solve planar location problems, Hansen et al. (1981) proposed a branch-and-bound based technique, named BSSS method, originally. In the presence of convex polyhedral barriers, Butt and Cavalier (1996) addressed the Euclidean Weber problem and presented the FORBID heuristic method to decompose the feasible region. Larson and Sadiq (1983) worked on the discretization results for the rectilinear Weber problem with arbitrary shaped barriers. Considering both arbitrary shaped barriers and convex forbidden regions, Batta et al. (1989) generalized the results of Larson and Sadiq (1983) . Hamacher and Klamroth (2000) developed a similar discretization for a general class of distance functions. Wang et al. (2002) formulated a mathematical programming model where facilities were finite-sized shape or point and barriers were rectangular. For line barriers considering various distance functions, Klamroth and Wiecek (2002) proposed an algorithm for multi-criteria location problems. Canbolat and Wesolowsky (2010) presented a solution approach for the rectilinear Weber problem with a probabilistic line barrier. In this paper, the problem considered in Canbolat and Wesolowsky (2010) is extended as the rectilinear center location problem with equal weights in the presence of a probabilistic line barrier. Furthermore, an algorithm to solve the desired problem is provided. Although it was years since many researches had worked on facility location problems, there is no work done in the literature. The authors apply the classification Pos1/Pos2/Pos3/Pos4/Pos5 of location problems as presented in Hamacher and Nickel (1996) (see Hamacher and Nickel (1998) for an overview). Pos1 shows the number of new facility should be located. Pos2 indicates the solution space of the location problem. Pos3 presents the special features of location problems (e.g., barrier region or forbidden region). Pos4 determines the information about the distance function (e.g., l 1 or l 2 ). Pos5 contains the objective function. So, the desired problem in this paper is presented as 1 1 ⁄ max ⁄ .
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Problem Definition
Preliminaries definitions
. .,I,} be a finite set of existing facility points where I is the number of existing facilities and {B 1 , . . .,B Q } be a finite set of barrier and . The interior of barrier regions, called as int( ), is prohibited for the placement of a new facility as well as traveling through int( ) is forbidden. Thus, the feasible region,
, for locating and traveling is given by = \ int( ), (Klamroth, 2002) . Whereas the points are in the plane, we have = \ int( ). By our definition of and , there is an exception only in line barriers which have an empty interior in which travelling will be forbidden also at non-interior points of a barrier. It is assumed that the length of the barrier is constant and the width of barrier is negligible. In addition, the barrier occurs uniformly with known parameters on the barrier route.
To identify the concept of distance function , called the p-norm barrier distance, consider two arbitrary points , . So: (X,Y) = inf{ l(P X-Y ): P X-Y is feasible X,Y path }, where l(P X-Y ) is the length of the feasible X-Y path. Let (X,Y) be the p-norm distance between , . Two arbitrary points (i.e., and ) are called p-visible if the p-norm barrier distance between , is equal to the p-norm distance (i.e., ( , ) = ( , ), that is the presence of barrier has no effect on visibility of two points , . On the other hand, if the p-norm barrier distance between the two points , is greater than the p-norm distance, , , , then the p-norm distance between , is called p-shadow (i.e., barrier affects on the p-norm distance between two points , . Considering this definition, for one feasible point , the set of visible points is defined as:
In other word, points from the feasible region, Y, which are p-visible with a given feasible point X are called visible p ( ). For a feasible point the set of shadow points is defined as: Shadow p ( ) = { : ( , ) > ( , )}. It means that if distance between , is p-shadow, then it becomes barrier distance, (see Klamroth, 2002) . In this paper, rectilinear distance metric is emphasized (i.e., p=1). Let I be the existing facilities, the minimax location problems with barriers is generally formulated as:
in which , is the coordinates of the new facility, , is the coordinates of i-th existing facility and w i is the weights of existing facilities which are equal, suppose w i =1, i=1,…,I. the objective function is looking for a point to minimize the maximum distance from demand points.
The problem to minimize the maximum expected barrier distance between the optimal and the existing facilities with equal weights is as follows. 
Since the x-coordinate of the barrier distance function follows uniform distribution function, the ycoordinate of the line barrier remains constant at b. So, by considering rectilinear metric expression (3) is enhanced.
On the other word, probability density function of starting point of the line barrier, i.e., X s , a continuous random variable with known parameters, is as follow:
Additionally, the ending point of the line barrier, called X e , can be calculated as: X e =X s +l (see Fig.1 ).
It is obvious that the barrier affects on the distance while the expression (4) is satisfied.
The expected barrier distance discussed by Canbolat and Wesolowsky (2010) and it is illustrated as:
where r=u 2 -u 1 . Generally the planar center location problem in the presence of a probabilistic line barrier on a given horizontal route is proposed as:
subject to 6 .
Model Modification
Suppose y-coordinate of the existing facilities are sorted in an increasing order, Where the horizontal route locate, some facilities may have y-coordinate values smaller than b and some have larger values and also is not allowed:
, where j is the index such that . Let decompose the plane into two half-planes, upper half-plane which is above the barrier route and lower half-plane which is below the barrier route (see Fig. 1 ). Let , be the optimal point of the new facility. Based on the solution space decomposition, the set of is divided into two subsets and , where is a subset of the existing facility which are located in the same half-plane, i.e., visible points, and is a subset of the existing facility which are located in the opposite half-plane, i.e., shadow points. Regarding the new facility optimal location, two different cases are generated. Case 1; the location of the new facility optimal point is in the lower half-plane, i.e., in which the distance between X and any X i where are visible (i.e., , , , 1, … , ) and the distance where is not 1-visible from existing facility X i (i.e., , , , 1, … , ), so the barrier is in effect. Case 2; the optimal location of the new facility is in the upper half-plane, i.e.,
. In which the distance between X and X i while is denoted by , , 1, … , , and otherwise, it is indicated by , , 1, … , . Since the procedures are similar, only Case 1 is considered. Therefore, we can rewrite the rectilinear center location problem with a probabilistic line barrier as follow. 
Solution approach
It is clear that for the line barrier which occurs randomly on a horizontal route, the barrier does not affect on the y-coordinates of the distance between two arbitrary points and only the x-coordinates of the barrier distance may vary. So knowing the value of , the following algorithm is introduced. Assume be the objective value of the problem when the new facility optimum location is in the lower halfplane (Case 1), i.e., and be objective value function of the problem when the new facility optimum location is in the upper halfplane (Case 2), i.e., . The proposed algorithm represents the solution procedure for this problem. If , the existing facilities whose might be affected by the barrier and should be computed. Otherwise, the existing facilities whose might be affected by the barrier and should be computed.
Algorithm 1 Inputs
-Existing facility coordinates , , 1, … , where . -value form expression (5) or (6). more computational time. In this paper, the small-sized problem is solved in a reasonably computational time. Moreover, the center problem without the barrier is also solved. For the given sample problem, we have , 5.75, 5.5 , and for a random value 0.4 0,1 , we have 5.6 . So, should be solved (Case 1). The optimal value is 7.750472 argmin 8.150472. Note as the objective function value for the center location problem without barrier, the following results are attained.
7.750000 argmin , 8.000000,5.750000 . Fig. 5 graphically illustrates the existing facility points in the plane with a line barrier, the optimum location point with barrier and without barrier.
Fig. 2. Typical example 6. Conclusion
In this study, a) a new mathematical formulation model for the planar center location problem with equal weights in the presence of a probabilistic line barrier, b) a solution approach to solve the problem and c) a comparison with the problem without barrier is performed. The objective function of the problem with barrier is greater than the one without barrier, as expected. The problems have been solved by LINGO 9.0 optimization software and the optimum solution was obtained. As the future research, considering other objective function such as maximin or maxisum, for the hazardous location problems, can be the extension for this problem. The other extension can be applying Euclidian distance functions (p=2) and Tchebychev distance functions (p=∞) which both xcoordinates and y-coordinates should simultaneously be considered. Optimum point … Optimum point …
